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(Comm. by S. KAKEa, M.La., Feb. 12, 1946.)

4. Theo o/ubspaces.
We have, in Chapters 1 and 2, established the fundamental differertial

equations of the fiat conformal geometry, and, in Chapter 3, discussed
the curves in the fiat conformal space and established the Frenet formulae
for curves with respect to a projective parameter and with respec to a
conformal parameter. In the present Chapter, we shall deal with subspaces
in the fiat conformal space.

1. Subspaces in the flat conformal space
Let us consider an m-dimensional subspace C"

(4.1) .a a (i, { )
in the n-dimensional fiat conformal space Cn described by a curvilinear
coordinates system (a). Then, the current point-hypersphere Ab Ao on
the subspace may be considered as function of m parameters (i, j, k,, , h). Differentiating the relation A6 A 0, we know that, the
hyperspheres

or

(4.2)

pass through the point A. Moreover, since d A6 di Ai along the sub-
space, and consequently each hypersphere Ai belongs to a pencil o hyper-
spheres determined by the point A and a nearby point A + dA on the
sub,pace, we see that A are m hyperspheres orthogonal to the subspace.
From (4.2), we have

(42) &a g B) B[g.
Now, we shall choose n- m mutually orthogonal unit hyperspheres AP

(P, Q, R, in + i h) all passing through the point A6 and tangent
to the subspace

Then the hyperspheres Ap, all passing through the point .Ab, may be
expressed, with respect to .the repere [Ao, Aa, A], in the *orm

1) K. Yano" On the flat conformal differential geometry, I, II, III. Proc. 21 (1945
419-429; ,454-465 22 (1946), 9-19.
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(4.4) Ap--" B Ao + ’ A,
where the coefficients satisfy e relations

(4.5) gB B 0, gBB .
Finally, we shall denote by A the point o interon other than

o hyperspher A znd AP such that

A6A 1.

Then e point-hypersphere A will have the exprsion

(4.6) A B BA0 + BB A + A,
as it may be easily vefifi.

The equations A =Ao, (4.2), (4.4) d (4.6 ma be solv with rpt

to A0, A and A as ollows:

A BBA6 BA+ A,
where

BPa glB and B!a gii gaB.
2. Fundamental differential equations for subspaces.
Let us differentiate n + 2 hyperspheres A6, Ai, Ap and A with respect

to the uarameters k, obtaining

OA6 OA OAp

The hyperspheres A6, Ai, A, and A, being linearly independent, they
may be considered as forming a repre mobile for the subspaee. Con-
sequently, the above hypersphexes must be expressed as linear combinations
of the hyperspheres A6, Ai, Ap and Aa themselves.

First we, have

(4.8 Ak.

For the hyperspheres --, we have the relations of the form

On the other hand, diffexentiating (4.2) with respect to k we find

by virtue o the undamental equations or C, where the comma denote
ordinary differentiation.

Substituting (4.7) in the above equations, we obtain



Comparing the coeff.cients of the corresponding terms in (4.9)and in
the above equations, we find

1-I Bi B II, Bp Bp (Bi, + i B {a})
1 .o .o+ -- giB Bp,

4.10) H, B:,(B):, + B)* B {v}),
ak ., .u B.O

tn g.

We see that the lIk coincide with the Christoffel symbols {} form
with the components of the fuamental tensor gk of the subspace Cm.

OAFor the hyperspheres , we have the relations of the form

Ap HkA6 + H.kpA, + HkAo(4.11)

because o te elations

On the othe hand, differentiating (.4) with espt to , we find

by virtue o the undamental dieential equations o C, and (4.5).

Substituting (4.?) in the above equations, we obtain
3Ap . o .oB

+ [Ba (S + SB[ {}) + B8] Ai
+ [So(B + 2})] Ao.

Comfing the coefficients of the corresponding terms in (4.11) and the

above equations, we find

TI BB; av + Bk-- SBoa (Bk + B B, {}),
(4.12) Hp B.(B, + BB {})+ S 3,

A
Finally, for the hyperspheres -, we have the relations of the form

(4.13) - HAi +HAo
because of the relations Ab A 1 and AA 0.

From the relations A1A O, (4.9) and (4.13), we have
0

(4.14) H6k gi FI
and, from ApA O, (4.11), (4.13) and (4.15),
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(4.15) [Igopk--" I]pk.

Thus, we have established the fundamental differential equations for the

subspace

(4.16)

where

and

(4.17)

II’kp H’1 B,,. . .(4.18) {Hik "Bi: + B) B --B {M,

LOk B; k Boa (BP: + B$ B {})BO.
Up to the prent, the quantiti Bff were left undetermin, we shall

deterne these qufifi by invafit condition

OA5 OA

which v
(4.19) gi Hik =0.

From the expressions for Hikp, we find

1(4.20) B gik Hik H.

Thus, the fundamental differential equations (4.16) take the form

"9A A,

OAi
(4.21) = Hk Ad + {]k} Ai + Mik Ae + gik A,

OA Hk A6 MkAi + LkA,
OA

where



K. Yao.

and
1(4.23) /14) M,a BO (t6,a -" a)B.

We shah call gy, } and L}, e first, e ond d the rd
fundamt nrs for the subspace rtively, e last o be n-
sid wi rt to e tgent hyppher AP here

It may be ob at the sond fomlae of (4.21)pond
ons o Gaum and ed of (4.21) e uafions ofWng
eoralgme.

3. Raks on tfmati of A and A.
In Chapter 1, we have mbHsh e fdental deren ua-

tions

/ At,_ =//0 Ao + {,) Aa + g, A,,,(4.24)

or e flat confoal enfi geomey, wh,re

n- 2 ’2 (n -- l) (n 2)’
The A0 bg e cuent int

ping mugh the t A0 are defin by e first of above uafions,
d the A. is de as
n hypepher Aa.

But, from e sond of the fundamentM enfial uations, we s
at, e A0 d Ai bng own, e point-hypephere A may ao be
Oven by the formuM

1 ( OA

This procs of fog A cow,ponds to e procs of conformal
derivative found by T. Y. Thomas.

Starting from the cent poim Ao, we define Aa , wch are n
hypepheres paing through the point A0, and put AAv gv, en e

(I) T" Y. Thomas: Conformal tensors. (First note). Proc. Nat. Acad. Sci. U.S.A.,
(1932), 103-112; Conformal tensors. (Second note), ibid. 189-193.
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quantifiesH and () are calculated in terms of g, and the hypersphere

= defined by

is in fact a point-hypersphere and coincide with the. A. This fact may be

proved as follows’ The point A0 and n hyperspheres A passing through

A0 being thus defined, we denote by A, the point of intersection other than

A0 o n hyperspheres A, then we shall have the fundamental differential
equations (4.24)with respect to the repute [A0, Aa, A,o], and consequently

(4.25). Then we e that A and A,, represent the same point-hypersphere.

The same thing may be said or the point-hypersphere

In the preceding Paragraph of the present Chapter, we have established

the fundamental erential equations (4.21) or an m-dimensional subspace

in the n-dimensional flat corfformal space.

The Ad being the current point on the subspace, the

Ai pasing ’arough the point Ab and orthogonal to the subspace are defined

by the first of the formulae (4.21), --m unit hypersphere Ap passing

through the point Ab and orthogonal muuallr and to A are taken in such
iA 0 and finally A is defined as the pointa way that we have g#Ai 9

of intersection other than A ot n hyperspheres A and Ap.

But, from the second oi the fundamental differential equations (4.21) we
see that, the A and A being known, the point-hypersphere Ad, may also
be defined by the ormula

(4.2) -#-This is a generalization oJ the process of the conformal derivative o T.

Y. Thomas. This method o forming A was used by S. Sasald)in his

theory of conforrnal subspace.

Starting rom the current point Ab on the subspace, we define A
Ad Bi A, which are m hyperspheres passing through Ad and orthogonal

to the subspace, and put AyA---g# and next we choose n--m .unit

hyperspheres e .40 / A passing through .4d and orthogonal

mutually and. to A in such a way that we have gYl # -0, then the

quantities 0#, {#}, #p will be calculated by the formulae (4.22), and the

hypersphere A defined by

(1) S. Sasaki" Geometry of the conformal connexion. -Science Report of the TS-
hoku Imp. Univ. Series I, Vol. XXIX, No. 2, (1940), 219-267.
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A -m- gik \ $, T.l,i, A {]}
is in fact a pont-hypergphere and coincides with the A.

This fact may be prov as follows" The point A and hyperspher

i, A being us define, we denote by A& the point of intersti other
th A of n hyperspheres Ai and Ap, then we shall have the fundamental
differential equations

ak= A,

a&

with respt to the repute [A6, Ai, p, .], where

-’--’.7I0
i + giHHp,

But we have

A aA +aA
where

aaR apR.
Consequently, we have

from which

Hjhpa HjhQ, Hpa HQ, MykP apo MjkQ.

Thus we s that

P HiH and HHp gpgp,
and the quanfiti a and H coincide.

Consequently, we have, rom the sond of the iundamental differential

equations (4.27),
( OA AiA Lmgkk-- H, A5

by ue of the relations k Mik# 0, and we can concede that A d
A coincide.

4% Integrability conditions of te fundamental dierential equations for
subspaces.

In this stion, we shall investigate the integrability conditions of the

*undamental derenfial equations (4.21) for the subspae.
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We shall first observe that the coefficients of the second of the equations

(4.21) must be symmetric with respect to j and k, thus

(4.28) {kY}, MO Mkio, gi=gY,

which are naturally satisfied by virtue of their definitions (4.22).
Calculating the $ =0d substituting the relations (4.21)

themselves in the resulting relations, we find

(4.31) M}Q.,- MaQ.} + {,} Ma,o-- {a} MaaQ

(4.32) gi, a- gia, a + {a} gaa- {a} ga O,
by virtue o the linear independence of A6, Ai, AT and A.

Denoting by a semi-con the coriant derivative with respect to e
ChHstiff symbols {}, we have, from these equations,

(4.33) Cia + MiaP Tla MiaP TI O,
(4.34) C.)a MjkpMhp + MiaPMkp O,
(4.35) MiQ: a MiaQ: + MjkpLa MjhpLpQh + gia HVa-- gia H0 O,

the equations (4.32) being ruc to identities, where we have put

(4.36)

and R are components of the Riemann-Christoffel cuature tensor form
with

Calcafing next-O$T 0 and substituting the relations

(4.21) in the rulg rdations, we find

bause of the lear independence of A6, Ai, Ap and A. The equations

(4.39) coincide with (4.35).
A ACalculating finally $- 0 and substituting (4.21) in the

resultg relations, we find

(4.41)
(4.42) HQk * 6Q* * TICk MahQ + H, MakQ

HGPh LpQa + T[&pLpok 0
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becauae o the linear independence of A6, Ai, Ae and A. The equations

(4.41) coincide with (4.33) and (4.42) with (4:38).
Thus, as integrability conditions of the fundamental differential equations

(4.21), we have obtained

c.; + ;pu-;pn 0,

+ L#Lh LL O.
The second, third and fifth of these eqtion correspond rptively

to the equations of Gauss, Codazzi and Ricd in the ordinary differential
geometry.

5. The fundamental theorem of subspace theory.
In the preceding Paragraph, we have seen that, the first, second and

third fundamental tensors gi, MikP and Lvo of an m-dimensional subspace

Cm appearing in the fundamental differential equations
Ad

=// Ad + {/k} Ai + MioAe + gyk A,(4.44)

Av._ TI A6 MvAi + Leo AO,
OA

must satisfy e equations (4.43).
Putting i h a in the second of the equations (4.43) and summing up

for a from i to rh, we find

(4.45) Rjk + (m 2) 1-I’k + g., g,c ;fIc + MjapMkP 0
by virtue of (4.37) and Ma 0, where Ry Rya.

Contracting g to (4.45), we obtain

R + 2(m 1)g Ylc + Ma.be Mae O,
from which

R MpM.p
gbc TI 2 (m 1) 2 (m --1)

where R g1# Ri. Substituting this ueqation into (4.45), we find

mR1k M.iav M.ake
2 + 2

...g_jk (M.bPM.)
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and we see that Hk are calculated exclusively in terms of the components

of the first and second fundamental tensors gik and M#. Contracting next

gi to the third equations of (4.43, we obtain
M.hQia- Ma.hP LPQa " (m-- 1)IIQh O,

from which
1(4.47) [IQa T[h-’- -m 1 (M.hQ;a-b M.hPLpQa)

and we see that Tl,oh Tla are expressed in terms of the components of
the first, second and third fundamental tensors.

Substituting (4.46) and (4.47) in (4.43), we obtain

Ln--:2 2(m- 1)(m 2) m-- 2 2(m 1)(m 2) .!
[ Rih: h gYh R: h

_
(Mjap M.ahp): gyh(M?.aeM.)

L-:-2--i)-(m) m 2 2(m--1)(m =2) -..I
1 1

+ Mf.o I.p,,) O,

R.k, -(Rh Rh + ,e R.h g,’,

"at- (gjk ah gjh ’k) jkP .kP Mild M:kP

b
a M.bpM.op

MkQ h MjhQ k -[" MikP LpQh MfltpLPOk
1

1
m- 1 g(MQ + MeL) O,

1 1
m--1 m--1

+ m- 1 m- 1

k + LpaL LpaLeQ O.

These are the necessary and sufficient conditions that the fundamental
erential equations of the subspace e completely inteble, H and

TIp being ven by (4.) and (4.47) respectively.
Now, suppose that the three tensom gy, MjhP and LPOh satisfy the

equations (4.48), then the differential equations of the form (4.) are corn-
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dpletely integrable, the/ j and [Ik =//pk being respectively given by (4.46)
and (4.47).

Thus if we give a system of initial values (A6)0, (Ai)o, (AP)o, (Am)0 of
Ab, Ai, Ap, A’ at a fixed point of the space, then the A6, Ai, Ap, A
satisfying (4.44)are completely determined. But if we put

To6 A6 A), T6i A6Ai, TdP--- A6 A, T6m AAm + 1,

Ti A Ai o, Tp A Ap, Tm Ai Am,
TPO--- AvAo- &., Tmm ApAm, Tm Tm Am Am,

we have

T66. 2 7’6k,

0T6i Ti, + IIbj T66 + {} T6 + MiP T6 + gjk

’[P T + TIT Mp T6i + Lp T6,

a-= 7% + 7+7,

+u 7 + {} T +M ge + g, g,

ik 7’6P + {} Tap + MiO Tp + gik. Tp

Ti

+ &k 7’ai + [&Ok Tio,

+ H, 7e- M(,O Ti + LOR, TRp,

+ H, "I’ve + HO, ToP,

which show that the first paial derivatives of T’s are liner homogeneous

functions of T’s. Consequemly e second, the third partial derivatives of
T’s are also liner homogeneous functions of T’s. Thus, if we choose a
system of solutions of (4.44) whose initial values satisfy T 0, the conditions

T 0 will be always satisfied by the solutions, that is to say, if we fix an

itial re.re [(Abe, (Ai, (Ap, (Aa] at a point of e space, the lutiom
of the differential uations (4.), whose coefficients satisfy the conditions

(4.), always exist and constitute a moving rep lAb, Ai, Ap, Ag] oI an
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m-dimensional subspace described by A6, which coincides with [(A6)0, (Ai)o,
(Ap)0, (A)0] at the given point. Two such initial reperes given at different

points being always superposed each on the other br a certair conformal
transformation, we have proved the

Fundamental theorem of subspace theoryCt): If we are given three tensors

gik(= gki), Mike’( Mkit,, gjk Mike 0) and L/k(= --LQek) satisfying the con-

ditions (4.48), there exists always a subspace whose first, second and third

fundamental temors are respectively gjk, Mike and Lo, two such subspaces

being always capable to be superposed by a certain conformal transformation.

1) K Yano and Y. Muto Sur le thorme fondamental dans la gbom6trie conforme
des sous-espaces riemanniens. Proc. Physico-Math. Soc. Japan, 24 (1942), 437-449.


